
Redmond School District 

Equity Task Force Meeting Minutes 

May 17th, 2021 

 

Attendance: Superintendent Cline; Meeting Facilitator; Liliana Cabrera; Board Representative Liz 

Goodrich; Jessica Pickens; Stephanie Hunter; Alishia Anderson; Brittaney Cocciolo; Kelli Tusow; Pia 

Alliende; Lavon Medlock; Trevor Flaherty; Gabriela Peden; Rosemary Geraghty; Kimberly Strong 

 

Meeting called to order at 5pm 

Welcome and Introductions 

Icebreaker – some of our favorite things – seasonal edition 

Reviewed ETF Ground Rules for Meetings 

 

Equity Stance Presentation and Feedback – Brittaney and Alishia 

Reviewed draft of the equity stance and provided feedback. The draft was reviewed at the 

administration level prior to the ETF feedback. An equity stance is the overall commitment to 

educational equity that the school district stands behind and from that stance other documents and 

processes grow from that. An equity lens, the filter through which decisions are made are derived from 

the stance.  

Discussion Points: 

 Can we capture in this statement that not all students are starting on equal ground or a level 

playing field? Our systems have historically underserved key demographics. 

 Acknowledgement that the stance will lead to many questions and supporting documents will 

be needed. The stance is the driver and foundation. 

 It may beneficial to define what equity is as it seems to have stirred up a lot of fear in people 

and there are misunderstandings as to what that means or looks like. This may help alleviate 

confusion and concern. What some hear is that equity means resources will be taken away from 

“my kid” and to approach this worry by developing systems and programs that are successful at 

lifting all students up and that are sustainable. 

 How are we managing the pre-covid and post-covid mental health concerns with the intensive 

level of support needed? 

 Opportunity is a word that suggests power over students to give this or not. Commitment might 

make it clearer. Another concern about opportunity is that it suggests a student did not “take 

the opportunity” and does not acknowledge the added barriers some students face. It becomes 

a way to scapegoat and say, “Well they didn’t take the opportunity” and puts the blame on the 

student. Also, is it the opportunity that the student needs or is interested in pursuing. 

 “Every demographic” is too broad and naming those demographics is important. It has been 

difficult to ensure that students with disabilities are included in equity statements. Clarification 

that the specific demographics are included in a key terms document. Most school districts have 

an equity statement that is brief and less specific. Suggestion that we ensure that each 



document clearly references where to get more information (such as key terms) to close the 

loop. Clarification that this is already being discussed about how it will be presented on the 

website. 

 Suggested language that ‘because of this historical experience of these specific groups we are 

making this commitment’ as a lead in that gives background information. Links for people to find 

definitions and do their own research. 

 Referencing high expectations of students and discussion that educators would also be holding 

themselves to a standard. Discussion regarding the role of implicit bias in low expectations and 

students performance in relation to expectations held by a teacher. Clarification that the stance 

is from the perspective of the district and educators. 

 In regards to creating welcoming, safe, and inclusive school environments whether it be the 

stance or related documents ensure that the safety of transgender and non-binary students is 

explicitly stated due to the current climate targeting these students. Comment regarding 

ensuring both physical and psychological safety. Are we also considering diverse staff in regards 

to creating these environments and do we need to state everyone within the school system? 

 Including anti-racist stance was discussed and that this can be taken back to the district 

leadership level but this particular equity stance is not addressing that specifically. 

Administrative Feedback to ETF Recommendations 

Charan provided administrative feedback to ETF recommendations. 

Feedback and discussion: 

 ETF recommendations were shown to a group of 12  

 Priority 1 is focused on discipline policies and addressing disparities. What is happening in 

relation to that is restorative practices training and piloting this in one school to see what it 

would look like. How to strengthen universal practices such as positive behavior intervention 

and support (PBIS) and look at current implementation. Pockets of excellence exist and work is 

being done to make this more universal. Higher rates of discipline in special education are being 

addressed with investment in IEP Specialists that do the bulk of the paperwork so teachers can 

focus on instruction. Counselors are focused on social emotional learning lessons and students 

with at risk behavior. Implementation of the BRYT program and bringing the StepUP program 

skills into each school to focus on prevention and decrease disparities. Clarification regarding 

recommendation about student handbook is that it serves as prior notice and is a legal 

requirement but agreement friendlier language can be explored. Recommendation for a special 

education parent liaison was weighed in relation to the amount of resources being put into 

special education right now. Would like to see how the current investment might address needs 

first. Focus on building systems to address behavioral needs has been identified as a high 

priority by teachers.  

 Priority 2 recommended districtwide trainings. Hiring a DEI director would require knowing 

more about the fall budget. At this time enrollment loss of approx. 400 students will impact the 

budget significantly. Dr. Cline will continue to serve in this role until more is known about the 

budget. What is currently happening with training is investment in AVID system, AVID culturally 

relevant training module scheduled in August focused on admin and teacher leaders. Devoting a 

section of early release Wed. each month for equity training for staff. Question regarding 



accountability to follow through on training and how to measure performance standards. 

Response was teacher evaluation system, related standards and implementation are intended 

to provide that accountability. Can also have teachers set goals in these areas and monitor how 

students are doing. Goal of team accountability. Question about the process for reporting 

concerns in relation to a real life experience in the classroom. Accountability meaning support 

and training vs. disciplinary response. Discussion about perspective in responses and that what 

is considered low/high expectations can be subjective depending on the situation. Comment 

about being intentional about anti-racism training and equity stance not being strong enough. 

Clarification is that what we are doing is trying to get the equity stance right so we get the 

policies right and do that work to address racism.  

 Priority 3 recommends diversifying the workforce. The grow your own program is working and 

there are teachers in process working on licenses and degrees. Culturally responsive teaching 

models for orientation. Recommendation for joining Welcoming Cities Movement and comment 

that this is focused on immigration and will it meet the priority 3 goal. Hiring process and 

recruiting outside of our area. Virtual job fair was helpful in seeking diverse staff. HR director 

has an easy time selling the district to diverse applicants but has a hard time selling the 

community. Circled back to the Welcoming City recommendation and that this might help with 

selling the community. Looking into union discussion for hiring bonus for bilingual employees. At 

this time there is also no pay differential for being bilingual and this would require union 

agreement. Recommendation to look a BLP and how they have structured pay. In other districts 

it is more common to pay more and incentivize specialization. Sending recruiting team into 

more diverse states. Another concern is the current rental and housing crisis in Central Oregon 

and this impacting recruitment of people to move here. 

Dream Enrichment Brainstorm 

Determined that this would be completed by the ETF offline due to meeting running over time. 

Timeline of process/progress 

Ran out of time for this agenda item 

 

Next Meeting Facilitator Stephanie Hunter 

Meeting adjourned at 6:40pm 

Next Meeting June 21st, 2021 

 


